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About This Game

Experience the thrill of retro racing on crazy tracks in the very first social racer – completely in the style of 8 and 16-bit
classics. Enjoy the reinterpretation of old-school gameplay in combination with perfect controls and the driving beats of unique

artist Bit Shifter!
Be creative: Race on self-designed tracks and share them with people all over the world! Countless level objects and a user-

friendly editor offer you virtually infinite possibilities to let your creativity run free.

Compete against friends and the highest ranking players and beat their times on original tracks and maps created by them! Fight
your way to the top of the global leaderboards!

Thanks to pick-up-and-play controls, you can jump right in and you'll soon be drifting through the bends and speeding along the
virtual tarmac like a pro!

FEATURES

A large selection of tracks and vehicles

Powerful level editor with countless objects and functions

Various control modes to suit everybody's style
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Fresh interpretation of the 8-bit/16-bit style racing games

Fantastic soundtrack by Bit Shifter
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Title: Race.a.bit
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Aesir Interactive
Publisher:
Headup
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I don't think that the game is unenjoyable, but the gameplay in itself is really lacking. Not all that fun. Love this challenging
game!. I bought this game out of curiosity when the change to review scoring caused it to shoot up. Its old score was fair and
accurate. The game is less than an hour and is more of a walking simulator than an honest to god fps. Occasionally there will be
enemies to shoot or a door to open, but most of your time is spent walking down trails and corridors. Quality control is non-
existent; the spelling error in the trailer is one of many and enemies often passively stand still as you're shooting them. This
includes the final boss. You can play better games for free on any major flash website.

There is no good reason to play, let alone buy this. If you want to make a joke purchase like I was then get an actual joke title;
some of them are fun to play.. Outside of getting it for the trading cards I wouldn't recommend this game. Controls are wonky
being the biggest issue.. This App is incredible, If you like creating games like minecraft or incredible machines, or you like
bridge building games, this takes it to a new level, you can lay traps and then try to escape, its really fun, NO SCRIPTING!
simple to build things, and Id rather but this really cheap game than the big pricey ones, I had tons of fun. <y dad is an engineer
and was looking for a creating game and he really loved this. OMG! This experience is a MUST SEE! I read about AWAKE:
Episode One on Upload VR and thought it looked interesting, but I was totally unprepared for how much of an emotional
impact it would have on me!

It's short (takes me about 25 minutes cos I want to study every detail), but I've never had a VR experience quite like it - being
able to get right up in front of these real characters and just want to go back in there again and again. Still working through the
deeper levels of what the bigger story means. What a head trip, brilliant performances and cannot wait for more episodes!!!!
Where is it all going???

5 STARS +. - works with Xbox wireless controller
- fun beat em up
- awesome art and cutscenes
- Ninja Power
- many powerups
- self-immolation
- hypnotizing boobs

2 different standard attacks. (hit an enemy of opposing color the star is reflected back. close proxy does a kick on either button)
X = blue ninja stars
A = red ninja stars

if lost follow the arrow above your head.. This game looks sweet and the gameplay is fun too. You should play this with a
controller, otherwise it'll be pretty tricky.
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Short and sweet but very well crafted. Nue can kiss my♥♥♥♥♥but the game is highly polished and a lot of fun with exciting
boss fights, and the weather system is a fun wrinkle on top of what is otherwise the Megaman X formula. My only real criticism
is that the upgrade system runs dry very quickly. I think by stage 4 I was totally maxed out.. Great digital novel
with the autoplay option you can just sit back with some snacks and drinks and enjoy what happens
you do have to make choices a few times, these choices will alter the story so there are different ways this story can end

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_KzYGc854Q. This is an old game and it shows. I don't feel it aged well enough to
recommend it. That is not to say it is a bad game.

Once you get the hang of it, the controls are fairly solid.
The graphics are decent (compared to when the game was created).
AND it lets you easily exit to dos (which can be surprisingly hard on windows these days).
. This game is amazing, i would recomend going into it blind.. Bought this game when it was on sale. I have tried to play it many
times. It always crashes within a few minutes of starting a game. I have no idea if the game is any good because it is simply
unplayable. It does not appear that the company has any clue how to fix the game crashes as this game has been plagued by them
since release.
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